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WORKSHEET 13 

School: Ba Sangam College                                            Name: ________________ 

Subject: Home Economics                                              Year: 13 

Strand  HEC 13. 3 Clothing & Textiles 

Sub strand HEC 13.3.2 Care of Fabrics; renovating & recycling 

Content Learning 

Outcome  

HEC 13.3.2.1Analyse the influence of the green concept on recycled 

clothes 

CARE OF FABRICS  

TEXTILE RECYCLING 

ECO- FRIENDLY CLOTHING  

"How to Go Green with Eco Friendly Clothing Sustainable and Chic Fashion for a Living 

World"  

 Buying eco-friendly clothing (and vintage clothes) can make a difference in our world 

 Individuals can give back to mother earth by reusing clothes, buying and wearing eco-

friendly fashion - from reusable shopping bags to organic clothing and eco-friendly 

jewellery.  

What Is Eco Friendly Clothing?  

 It refers to items considered to inflict little or no harm to our environment.  

 Using reusable shopping bags instead of plastic bags to carry for grocery can bring a lot 

of change.  

Reusable Shopping Bags  

 Instead of paying a few cents for ugly plastic bags, go green with a stylish reusable bag 

when going shopping.  

 Organic bags made of 100% cotton are also a very wise option. 

Handcrafted Jewellery and Clothing  

 Try eco-friendly jewellery such as handcrafted necklaces, bracelets, belts, shoes, etc.  

Organic Clothing and Accessories  

 Clothing chains and brands are today - both designer and retail - have gone beyond 

dipping their toes in the water when it comes to eco-friendly fashion - and dedicate parts 

of their collection to eco-friendly clothing. 

 Vintage Clothing -Using pre- used items to expand one’s wardrobe.  
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 TEXTILES USES  

 Different people have different needs and designers have in mind a clear defined group of 

people who have clear defined group of people who have similar needs. This group is 

called a TARGET MARKET. 

SECOND HAND CLOTHING: A RECYCLING OPTION  

 Is the recycling of used and/or unwanted clothing, and this exchange of selling and 

buying between the customer and the retailer saves a huge amount of unwanted clothing 

from ending up in the dumps and landfills.  

 Clothes are really good quality clothes.  

 They are affordable, quality  

The following are 8 reasons why one should consider shopping second-hand; it can make a 

greater difference than one may realize. 

1. Affordable                                                       2. Experience the thrill of the hunt  

3. Money stays in the community                         4. It is easier to spot quality  

5. It is Green!                                                         6. Inspire to recycle  

7. Service exceeds                                                  8. Brand names  

ACTIVITY 

1. Discuss the term eco-friendly clothing.                                                          (2 marks) 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

2.  Discuss one way of advocating for eco- friendly lifestyle.                               (2 marks) 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

3.  Discuss the term second hand clothing.                                                             (2 marks) 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

4.   Discuuss why second hand clothing is considered as recycled clothing.         (2 marks) 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

5.  Discuss the type of consumers one would find in second hand clothing stores. (2 marks) 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 


